PRODUCT SELECTION
DECORATIVE PRODUCT SELECTION
A wide variety of decorative effects can be achieved with our resins and coatings. Some are simple
and easy to install, while others require a degree of artistic talent to achieve unique results. Below is a
guide to help you select the correct products for your floor. If you have any questions, or a more
complex application, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Prepare the floor by grinding, blasting or by using hand tools.

Are there any large holes or defects in the floor?
YES

NO

Prime with CONSEAL DRY, an epoxy
primer ideal for any decorative system.

Prime the defect with CONSEAL DRY,
fill with CONSEAL M epoxy mortar.

What decorative affect would you like to achieve?

MARBLE

FLAKE

Use multiple colours of CLEARBOND to
achieve your desired marble affect.

Use CLEARBOND THIXO, which will
allow the flakes to suspend at various
angles and positions.

Complete the decorative system with at least two coats of
CRYSTALGUARD, a scratch resistant top coat to enhance the
underlying system.
At Xymertec we have a range of specially selected metallic and pearlescent pigments which are
perfect for decorative flooring systems. Take a look at the full range here
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OUR PRODUCTS

COVERAGE
It is the applicators responsibility to ensure that the
correct coverage is achieved.
We recommend that the area that should be covered
by one pack of coating is marked out. Adjust the
application rate to ensure that the marked area is
covered by the entire contents of a pack. Porous or
rough substrates will require more product than
regular substrates.
HEALTH & SAFETY
Please see the Safety Data Sheet for full information. All
users should ensure appropriate protective measures
are adhered to when applying our products.

DISCLAIMER
Customers are advised to thoroughly read and adhere to the instructions
provided to ensure the products’ optimum finish and performance. All
information is based on results gained from experience and tests and is
believed to be accurate but is given without acceptance of liability for
loss or damage attributable to reliance thereon as conditions of use lie
outside our control. Any deviation by the user to these instructions may
affect the products performance and is therefore not advised. In this
circumstance, Xymertec Ltd will not be held responsible and will be
unable to offer any product replacement. Users should always carry out
sufficient tests to establish the suitability of any products for their
intended applications.
We aim to ensure consistency of colour in production (where applicable),
however slight variations in shade may occur from batch to batch.
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